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SICVTALIST VOTE MAY REACH A MILLION!

Janna's Last Prophecy That the Next Great Issue This Country Will Face Won't Be the Socialism Shows Signs of Fulfillment.

In Four Years a Gain of 400 Per Cent.

By Samuel G. Mather, Staff Correspondent of the New York World and Post-Dispatch.

Chicago, Oct. 20 — The next great issue this country will have to face will be Socialism.

Chicago recently held the last of six great political conventions of the last century. Mark Hanna, massive, was the head of the self-satisfied political machine. It was based on the information gathered by paid agents of the Republican national committee; measuring the strength of the socialist movement in the country over the past few years, our campaign for president was the last of its kind. But how much longer will the papers follow us? In 1892 and 1894 we worked hard to establish a national party. There was much talk about socialism then, but the American people were not prepared for revolution. In 1896, 1898, and 1899, however, the American people were determined to have a change. In 1900, 1901, and 1902, the American people were convinced that the Democratic party was the only hope of the country. There is no information here as to what the American people will do in 1904. The socialist movement is the only hope of the country.
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Slaughter Sale of Socialist Sharp-Shooters.

The Appeal has on hand a small quantity of the following booklets and pamphlets which will probably not be produced on the presses again and which we wish to close out at once. To get them out with the least possible delay they are here offered at prices barely covering the cost of the white paper and shipping, which would fall all on the publishers if they last. In ordering it would probably be well to indicate a second choice or give permission to substitute, as at the prices made we will not need to return goods.

It will be remembered that the Appeal is not a profit-making concern, but that it needs money to help carry on the work of agitation and education for which it stands.

THE DAY BEFORE THE BATTLE.

Words of Good Cheer from the Man Who Made Up the "Army" Whose Motto Is--DO IT NOW.

Doug Grant Work.

Dear Friends,

I am in the Army now, and the war is over as far as I'm concerned. I am doing my part to help bring about a better world. I know it may not be easy, but I believe in what we are fighting for. I am proud to be part of the "Army" whose motto is "Do It Now."

Anita de Dixon.

Dear Friends,

I am Anita de Dixon, and I want to share some good cheer with you. I have been working hard to support the cause of social justice. I believe in the power of collective action and the importance of standing up for what is right. I am proud to be part of the "Army" whose motto is "Do It Now."

Our Army, Our Country.

Dear Friends,

I am a member of the "Army" whose motto is "Do It Now." I am proud to be part of this movement that is working towards a better future for all. I believe in the power of solidarity and the importance of working together to make a difference.

The Day Before the Battle.

Dear Friends,

As we prepare for the battle, I want to remind you that we are not alone. We are part of a strong and united movement that is determined to fight for what is right. I am proud to be part of the "Army" whose motto is "Do It Now."

Faithfully,

Your Friend.